Application of intraoperative round window electrocochleography for screening the patients with auditory neuropathy.
Most patients with auditory neuropathy (AN) could receive good even the best effects after cochlear implantation. How to diagnose AN objectively and accurately is very important. In this study, we screened the patients with AN according to the presence or absence of compound action potential (CAP) of intraoperative round window electrocochleography (RW ECochG). Intraoperative RW ECochG was performed on 32 patients with profound sensorineural deafness, who had normal cochlea during cochlear implantation surgery under general anesthesia in the standard operating room. The cochlear microphonic (CM) and CAP of RW ECochG was observed and recorded. The presence of CM but the absence of CAP of RW ECochG occurred in 12 among the 32 patients. They were suspected to suffer from AN. The rest patients who had CM and CAP of RW ECochG were thought not to suffer from AN. Application of intraoperative RW ECochG during the cochlear implantation surgery may objectively and accurately screen the patients with AN, and can give a meaningful clue for implanted device working.